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Supervised/unsupervised
Supervised learning methods are the most commonly used one, yet also
some unsupervised methods have been successfully.
Unsupervised methods rely on the shared and recurrent characteristics of the
sentiment dimension across topics to perform classiﬁcation by means of
hand-made heuristics and simple language models.
Supervised methods rely on a training set of labeled examples that describe
the correct classiﬁcation label to be assigned to a number of documents.
A learning algorithm then exploits the examples to model a general
classiﬁcation function.

Unsupervised methods

Unsupervised Sentiment Classiﬁcation
Unsupervised methods do not require labeled examples.
Knowledge about the task is usually added by using lexical resources and
hard-coded heuristics, e.g.:
●

Lexicons + patterns: VADER

●

Patterns + Simple language model: SO-PMI

Neural language models have been found that they learn to recognize
sentiment with no explicit knowledge about the task.

VADER
VADER (Valence Aware Dictionary for sEntiment Reasoning)
uses a curated lexicon derived from well known sentiment
lexicons that assigns a positivity/negativity score to 7k+
words/emoticons.
It also uses a number of hand-written pattern matching
rules (e.g., negation, intensiﬁers) to modify the contribution
of the original word scores to the overall sentiment of text.
Hutto and Gilbert. VADER: A Parsimonious Rule-based
Model for Sentiment Analysis of Social Media Text. ICWSM
2014.
VADER is integrated into NLTK

VADER
from nltk.sentiment.vader import SentimentIntensityAnalyzer
vader = SentimentIntensityAnalyzer()
vader.polarity_scores('the best experience I had')
Out: {'neg': 0.0, 'neu': 0.417, 'pos': 0.583, 'compound': 0.6369}
vader.polarity_scores('not the best experience I had')
Out: {'neg': 0.457, 'neu': 0.543, 'pos': 0.0, 'compound': -0.5216}

VADER can be used to bootstrap a training set for
supervised learning.
In this case we can talk of a weakly-supervised or
semi-supervised approach, since training data are not all
validated by a human, and can contain errors.

Thumbs Up or Thumbs Down?
Pointwise Mutual Information has been applied to determine the overall
sentiment of text.
●

Short phrases extracted from text using POS patterns, e.g.:
JJ+NN, RB+JJ, JJ+JJ, NN+JJ, RB+VB

●

SO-PMI score of each phrase is computed using a search engine and
proximity queries, e.g.: "very solid" NEAR good

●

SO-PMI scores for phrases are averaged to produce the document score.

Turney. Thumbs Up or Thumbs Down? Semantic Orientation Applied to
Unsupervised Classiﬁcation of Reviews. ACL 2002

Sentiment Classiﬁcation from a single neuron
A char-level LSTM with 4096 units has been trained
on 82 millions of reviews from Amazon.
After training one of the units had a very high
correlation with sentiment, resulting in
state-of-the-art accuracy when used as a classiﬁer.
By ﬁxing the sentiment unit to a given value, the
generation process has been forced to produce
reviews with a given sentiment polarity.
Blog post - Radford et al. Learning to Generate Reviews and Discovering
Sentiment. Arxiv 1704.01444

Supervised methods

Supervised methods
Supervised methods use a traditional ML pipeline, typically exploiting the use
of lexical resources to improve the number and quality of sentiment-related
features extracted from text.

Sentiment features
Sentiment lexicon can be exploited to add sentiment information in text
representation.
In this way a general knowledge about language connects words that are
observed in the training set with words that occur only in the test set (which
would have been considered out-of-vocabulary words).
good → SWN_Pos
gentle → SWN_Pos
bad → SWN_Neg
hostile → SWN_Neg

Distant supervision
Producing training data for supervised learning may have a relevant cost.
Distant supervision exploits "cheap" methods that "weakly" label examples to
bootstrap a training set, e.g.:
●

labeling tweets with 😄 as positive and those with 😒 as negative.

●

using VADER to perform a ﬁrst labeling (skipping low conﬁdence labels).

The rationale behind distant supervision is that:
●

noisy information in training data will cancel out in the learning phase.

●

discriminant features that have a decent correlation with the weak labeling
emerge among the other.

Distant supervision likes sentiment
Distant supervision ﬁts better with sentiment analysis
than with topic-related analysis because in the former it
is easier to deﬁne negative examples.
A negative sentiment is a concept on its own, opposite to
a positive one.
The "negation" of a topic is just the absence of the topic.
It is harder to deﬁne a heuristic to label negative docs.
●
●

How to automatically mark a negative example for a
"soccer" classiﬁer?
Just use random sampling when nothing else works.

